Thurnby Lodge and the scout hut
The piece by Eleanor Davidson
(Secularist 44, October 2012)
is full of conjecture and
inaccuracies.
Knighton Park has excellent
facilities for exercise not because
the powers that be think they are
worth it but because an active
and successful Friends of
Knighton Park have worked for
years to secure Lottery and other
funding for the park.
In actual fact because of the use
of Indices of Deprivation (IoD)
Knighton Park, and indeed
Knighton generally, receives less
funding from the Council.

We have an excellent parks team
who achieve great things with the
funds they have. They are good
gardeners and locally we are all
very appreciative of that.
The use of IoD ignores totally the
user information for the park
showing many users come from
Eyres Monsell and Saffron Lane
where planners did not put parks
like Knighton Park. These rare
jewels are there for everyone.
But Knighton Park does not
receive funding on this basis and
is never likely to. A Labour
Councillor I spoke to even
refused to accept that children

In response to Eleanor’s
article (as above) or interview
with supporters of the
Forgotten Estates, As Salaam
are not taking or trying to
take anything off them.
As Salaam were asked to leave
Ocean Road community centre
for no fault of their own. They
made the only legal successful
bid for the scout hut, out of 100
groups that were invited to reply.
They need bigger facilities than
at the current centre so that they
can expand their facilities to the
community. As Salaam currently
distributes food parcels but want
to provide: supplementary

classes for children and adults;
ladies’ programmes; mother and
toddler groups; advice and
assistance clinics; prayer
facilities; support clinics for
disaffected children and
vulnerable adults.
Car parking has been considered.
With only 120 of them As Salaam
can hardly be accused of taking
over the estate. As Salaam have
put up with derogatory, racist
name-calling as well as the
intimidation outside the
community centre.

The latest news on this matter
was carried in the Leicester
Mercury on Saturday 3rd
November. It was reported that
the decision about the scout hut
has been further delayed while
alternative options for the As
Salaam group are being

considered by the Council.
Sir Peter Soulsby is desperately
trying to meet the aspirations of
both the groups involved. One
possibility is an annexe at the
back of the existing community
centre owned by the Council.
The repeated delays in finalising

the matter are now being used as
one piece of evidence for the
alleged failings of the mayoral
system as described in a petition
launched by a ‘local businessman’
calling for a return to the old
system of local government.
Via Paul Southwood

that they will be expelled.
France will be ‘intransigent ...
and I will not hesitate to expel
those who claim to follow Islam
and represent a serious threat to
public order and as foreigners in
our country do not respect our
laws and values’, he said at a
ceremony to inaugurate a grand
mosque in Strasbourg.
‘The preachers of hatred, those
espousing obscurantism, and
fundamentalists ... do not have a
place in France’, he said.
‘Racism and fundamentalism are

not part of Islam … Those who
are on our soil to defy our laws
and want to attack the
foundations of our society
cannot remain here.’
The mosque, which can hold
1,500 worshippers, is the
biggest in France, which with
four million Muslims has the
largest Islamic population in
Western Europe.
From NSS Newsline
28th September 2012

French minister
warns aggressive
Islamists – there is
no place for you in
our country
French Interior Minister
Manuel Valls has warned
foreign Islamists who do not
respect the country’s secular
traditions or who threaten
security at home or abroad

cycle, as I once did, from
Clarendon Park to use the park.
As an aside, when developers
build in Knighton and section 106
money is forthcoming it is not
spent in Knighton but in other
places. The last time this was
discussed with me the money was
most likely going to Spinney Hills
Park, nowhere near the alleged
‘worth it’ people of Knighton.
This article has less to do with
religion than it does
with attempting to
perpetuate class
division, friction and,
dare I say it, war.
Cllr Ross Grant

a number of attitudes that have
been attributed to them. It was
an alleged EDL supporter who
handed in the petition of the
Forgotten Estates at the City
Council. Other EDL members are
known to be involved. The
protests have clearly been racist.
The scout hut is a dump. It is
thought to require £100,000 of
refurbishment, including
removing asbestos, which As
Salaam are willing to raise.
Bidding for the pub has
never been suggested
by As Salaam.
I have met As Salaam several
times and they have never shown Chris Goodwin
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Forthcoming events
Sunday 18th November, 6.30pm for 7pm start: Mariko Terashi piano recital. Mariko always
delights audiences with her virtuoso performances. Tickets £8, members and concessions £6.
Tuesday 20th November, 7.30pm, Square Bar, Hotel Street: The struggle for evidence-based
policy. Skeptics in the Pub. Professor David Nutt is the chair in Neuropsychopharmacology at
Imperial College London, was a member of the Committee on Safety of Medicines and was President of
the European College of Neuropsychopharmacology. It was during his chairmanship of the Advisory
Council on the Misuse of Drugs (ACMD) that his refusal to fudge the issue of perceived drug harm
brought him into the public spotlight. Non LSS event.
Sunday 25th November, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Translation in divercity ‒ an Anglo-Spanish
poetry evening. Bobba Cass emcees as diverse attendees entertain with a Spanish flavour.
Monday 26th November, 7.30pm, Ale Wagon pub, Rutland Street/Charles Street: Drink and
Think. All welcome to discuss philosophical topics informally in the bar. The topic has been freely
determined as ‘free will and determinism’. Non LSS event.
Sunday 2nd December, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: Why the new controversy over religion? Prof.
John Milbank of Nottingham University, a Christian theologian, asks whether religious and nonreligious people will ever agree about the bounds of secularity.
Wednesday 5th December, 7.30pm, Crumblin’ Cookie, High Street. Philosophy in Pubs. All
welcome to come along to discuss philosophical questions in a friendly informal group. Topics tabled
on the evening. Non LSS event.
Sunday 9th December, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: How to build a galaxy. Dr Mark Wilkinson of
Leicester University explains everything you ever wanted to know about inter-stellar gas, space dust
and dark matter.
Sunday 16th December, 6.30pm, Secular Hall: The Winter Solstice Quiz (and other things).
Friendly competition, light-hearted banter. Bring seasonal food and drink to share. All welcome.
Tuesday 18th December, 7.30pm, Square Bar, Hotel Street: A love song for DJ Grothe.
Skeptics in the Pub. Blake Hutchings asks what makes a good sceptically themed comedy song?
He doesn’t know the answer to the question but has a damn good go at trying to figure it out.

New Archbishop of Canterbury
no friend of gays
Gay Humanists have described the
appointment of the present Bishop of Durham,
Justin Welby, as the new Archbishop of
Canterbury (the head of the worldwide
Anglican Church) as ‘a retrograde step’ as far
as Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender
(LGBT) rights are concerned.
The Bishop is part of the evangelical wing of the
Church upholding a traditional conservative
interpretation of the Bible. He has spoken out
firmly against gay marriage and is opposed to gay
people serving as bishops.
Veteran gay activist and LSS member George
Broadhead, who is secretary of the UK gay humanist
charity the Pink Triangle Trust, said: ‘His
appointment is clearly a retrograde step which is
bound to encourage the already predominant
homophobic element in the Church of England,
especially in Africa. He is admittedly less abrasive
than the other possible candidate the Right
Reverend John Sentamu, Archbishop of York, but
coming as it does after the very disappointing
record on LGBT rights shown by the retired
Archbishop Dr Rowan Williams, his appointment will
come as blow to those who had hoped for a more
gay friendly choice.’
The Pink Triangle Trust publishes a unique online
magazine, The Pink Humanist, aimed at atheists,
humanists, sceptics and freethinkers
(www.thepinkhumanist.com/)
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Advertiser’s announcement

‘Woody Guthrie – Hard times and hard travelin’
The Hall was full for this
memorable and thoroughly
enjoyable lecture and concert
by Professor Will Kaufman on
14th October.
The scene was set with a series of
photographs showing the United
States in the ’20s and ’30s, which
we watched while Will played
bottleneck guitar. What a great
way to start, it set the scene
beautifully and Will ended this
sequence with one of Woody
Guthrie’s greatest songs,
‘Pastures of Plenty’. This set
the format for the evening
too, a lecture interspersed
with performances of Woody
Guthrie songs; but don’t for
a moment imagine that this
was some butter-fingered
enthusiast stumbling his way
through the three-chord
trick, for Will Kaufman is
both an academic (he’s a
Professor of English and
American Studies at the
University of Central
Lancashire, Preston, and
author of several books) and
a really excellent guitarist
and performer.
We learned a lot about Woody
Guthrie’s eventful life. Born on
14th July 1912, he spent his
childhood in Okemah, Texas
where oil was discovered when
Woody was a young boy and the
town grew rapidly as a result,
only to be left to decline again in
1928 when the oil ran out and the
‘Boomchasers’ left town. His
childhood was marred by tragedy
often involving fires: his home
burned down in a fire, his sister
died in a coal-oil fire and his
father was later injured in a
similar accident. These accidents
may have been partly caused by
his mother Nora who suffered
from (undiagnosed) Huntington’s
Disease, which led to her being
committed to a mental hospital
when Woody was 14 from which
time he was more or less left to
fend for himself. He learned the
guitar and harmonica and began
both playing and learning songs,
blues and traditional folk songs.
At 19 he married for the first of
three times but in 1935 left Texas
and joined thousands of other
poor workers, seeking

employment by heading west to
California, an exodus caused not
only by the degradation of the
farmland of the Midwest (the
‘Dust Bowl’ described so
movingly in Steinbeck’s The
Grapes of Wrath), but also by
landlords driving small farmers
off the land so that the prairies
could be opened up for more
mechanised methods of
production.

This experience gave Woody
Guthrie his subject; and a
political education derived from
Agnes Cunningham, Joe Hill and
the Industrial Workers of the
World (the Wobblies) gave him a
political consciousness and a
clear left-wing, anti-fascist
perspective.
From this point on Guthrie made
his living writing and singing
songs. He sometimes had work
on radio, and later in his life
received some commissions. His
songs increased in popularity
especially during the skiffle and
folk music boom of the 1950s,
and his influence spread, largely
after his death through the work
of Bob Dylan, Pete Seeger,
Ramblin’ Jack Elliott and many
others.
His biographer Joe Klein
remarked that the instrument
Guthrie played best was the
typewriter, and this concert
highlighted many wonderful
lyrics. Guthrie had a genius for
expressing political ideas clearly
and succinctly through
memorable phrases. It’s an
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enormously difficult skill, as
anyone who has tried it will
know. Guthrie wrote a huge
number of songs and poems, less
than 200 of which he recorded or
performed.
It was striking how many of the
songs were known to our
audience and how
enthusiastically they joined in
with the chorus, for these are
songs that have now seeped into
popular culture and we
should celebrate that. Very
few artists have been able to
create a body of radical work
such that it remains popular,
relevant and enduring. It’s a
measure of Woody Guthrie’s
achievement that he was able
to do this. What a tragedy
that he was to die in 1967
from Huntington’s Disease,
following a long and
distressing illness, just as his
influence and stature were
beginning to be fully
established.
This was a really wonderful
evening! Woody Guthrie is
an important and essential
voice and Will Kaufman is the
perfect guide to both his life and
his music. The evening left us
satisfied but asking many more
questions: how was it that
Guthrie was able to transform the
terrible experiences of the Dust
Bowl and migrant labour into art
and resistance? What was it
about the man himself that
enabled him to do this? For
those who were not there these
are the songs you missed:
Pastures of Plenty; So Long It’s
Been Good To Know Yuh; How
Can You Keep On Moving?; Do Re
Mi; I Ain’t Got No Home; Brother,
Can You Spare a Dime?; Pretty
Boy Floyd; The Unwelcome
Guest; Bound For Glory; Jesus
Was A Man; This Land Is Your
Land; Plane Wreck At Los Gatos
(Deportee).
For those who were
there, it’s a list that
will remind you of a
truly wonderful
night at the Secular
Hall. Let’s get him
back again soon!
Hamish Whiteley

Is the welfare state an impossible dream?
This talk was given by Stephen
Lloyd on Friday 12th October
as part of the Leicester Speaks
Week series. He started by
declaring himself to be a
lawyer, who also has a history
degree. Stephen heads up or
advises a whole galaxy of
charitable and not-for-profit
organisations.
Stephen defined the welfare state
as ‘providing a universal health
service, pensions, social security
and education’, contrasting it
with the pre-nineteenth-century
state which provided merely ‘law’
and ‘war’. Modern welfare state
practice began in Bismarck's
Germany in the 1880s, to insure
against rising revolutionary zeal
caused by harsh working
conditions. In Britain, the Liberal
governments of 1906 and 1914
introduced state-provided old age
pensions and public labour
exchanges, plus health and
unemployment insurance; which
culminated in the post-WWII
Labour government’s adoption of
the Beveridge Report’s principles
by introducing the NHS,
nationalising various insurance
arrangements and introducing
comprehensive social security while seeking to achieve full
employment. Combined with the
1944 Education Act, this gave a
full range of state provision.
The post-WWII reforms were
driven by the realisation that the
rise of the dictatorships in the
1930s, and the consequent war,
were attributable to the postWWI social factors of economic
collapse: with high
unemployment, and class
division. The universal
conscription and extensive
civilian casualties of WWII bred a
sense of social solidarity that was
a unique moment in British
history, with a determination not
to return to the pre-war levels of
unemployment. Understanding
what happened in those two inter
-war decades (1920s–1930s)
gives an eerie preview of presentday events.
In 1919 Britain had a public debt
of 140% of GDP, with prices
double those of 1914. The pound
was returned to the Gold
Standard and the Base Rate was

put under an obligation of trust to
balance the interests of
financiers, their employees,
society and the environment.
Transnationals also avoid massive
amounts of tax by syphoning off
profits through a convoluted
chain of foreign tax havens, many
being British crown dependencies
flying the Union Jack and
dependent on our
defence. Companies also need to
get a sense of responsibility in
terms of the gap between rich
and poor within them. Last year
executive salaries rose by 12%,
their workforce’s by 1%, while in
2010 Wallmart’s CEO took 900
times his average employee’s
wage. Extravagant executive
salaries are the reason
companies cannot maintain their
employees’ pension
contributions. More and betterpaid jobs are needed, with an
economic strategy designed to
deliver them. Our country has no
such economic strategy.
wages. By 1933 public debt
Stephen believes that the deficit,
stood at 190% of GDP. This, and demography and limits to growth
the debt acquired as a result of
mean we need to shift from the
WWII, meant we did not achieve welfare state to a welfare society,
a pre-1914 ratio of debt to GDP
to go from a top-down system to
until 1990.
one based on combined
The post-WWII settlement ended endeavours. Government must
in the mid-1970s, when freerecognise that we are one
market thinking motivated
society, not a group of competing
governments. The state was
class interests where a
rolled back, the commitment to
plutocratic few are favoured over
full employment dumped and
the many. Policies to protect
trade unions were savaged, while people and create a more equal
exchange rate controls were
society in tax, education and
abolished and money circulated
economic planning are needed.
freely around the globe: which
Lowering taxes while abolishing
computers since have enabled to tax reliefs would knock tax
happen at the press of a button,
avoidance on the head. We need
enabling money to be piled up in to hold on to the values that
tax havens.
underpin the welfare state. As a
Brazilian lawyer pointed out:
Of the world’s largest 100
‘Post 1945 you tried equality;
economic entities, 51 are
from 1975 to 2008 you tried
transnational companies, not
liberty in the sense of giving the
countries. General Motor’s
market far greater freedom; now,
economy is bigger than
perhaps, you need to discover
Denmark’s. The 25th to 28th
largest economies are Wallmart, fraternity, to underpin a welfare
society.’
Exon Mobil, Ford Motor and
Daimler Crysler, all bigger than Stephen, however,
Poland’s. IBM is bigger than
gives no indication
Singapore, Siemens than
as to how his
Malaysia, Sony than Pakistan.
proposed reforms
can be achieved.
Company law needs a radical
overhaul, while directors must be Wilf Gaunt
raised to 7% to reinstate pre-war
parity; while the government was
determined to pay off the
national debt as quickly as
possible by implementing tight
fiscal and monetary policies. The
result was deflation. Slashed
public expenditure reduced the
inter-war growth rate to 0.5% per
annum. High unemployment was
cynically used to drive down
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encouraging students to take
extra-curricular activities and
in lessons excluding any breaks. help them get experience.’
The school recommends that he
He says that many students
matches this amount of time with empathise with the feeling of
his own studies. This means
being worn out and missing out
‘Hitesh’ is expected to study for on those things that
9 to 11 hours a day. He said:
enable them to enjoy
‘The majority of students on my
life at the present
course would say that there was moment.
too much academic work and
Helen Pettman
that the school should be
(continued from previous page)

A drunk staggers into a Catholic church,
sits down in a confessional box, shuffles
around, but says nothing. The
bewildered priest coughs to get his
attention, but still the man says nothing.
The priest then knocks on the wall in a
final attempt to get the man to speak.
Finally, the drunk replies, ‘No use
knocking mate, there's no paper in this
one either.’

The rise and fall of the English country house
Len Holden has been seen at
Leicester Secular Society
before: he is a jazz guitarist
of considerable talent, and
appeared about nine months
ago playing solos and
backings with Ned Newitt’s
Afro City Swingsters.
In the talk he gave on 28th
October he was in a completely
different role, that of dedicated
historical researcher. He is a
leading light in Market
Harborough local history group.
He set the scene by describing
what you often find in country
houses. The long tree-lined drive
through an expanse of a rich,
often landscaped estate. The
arrival at an impressive pile full
of valuable objets d’art, furniture,
paintings, particularly of the
owner, and many rooms. It was
all designed to impress the visitor
with the sheer wealth and power
of the owner.
He gave statistics of the numbers
of country houses – probably
about 2,000, of which
Leicestershire,
Northamptonshire, Staffordshire
and Derby have a good share. He
used local great houses for his
examples: so it is possible to go
and visit these great piles of
brick, mortar and plaster, with
their histories of opulence abuse
and privilege, without too much
trouble.
He looked at examples of country
houses in broad categories. He
first considered the castle, of
which one of the local examples
is Belvoir Castle. This was
rebuilt about 200 years ago to
take its present form as a sort of
pre-Disney fantasy building. It’s
just a little place with forty-eight
bedrooms. A house of this sort
appeared in Sullivan’s early

operetta Haddon Hall, which has
sunk almost without trace. His
later collaboration with W. S.
Gilbert, Ruddigore, satirised the
occupiers more than the actual
house.
He moved on to the manor house
type. His example of Lamport
Hall got steadily larger with the
increased wealth of the family.
He looked at religious houses
which were adapted to their own

purposes following the
Dissolution under Henry VIII, and
the rise of the nouveaux riches
who made their pile through
trading and bought their way into
the aristocracy.
But what of the humbler sort who
did the jobs and served these
moneyed tyrants? More and
more they were expected to be
invisible. In one house if the boss
saw a servant in a corridor (s)he
faced instant dismissal. Kitchens
were sometimes built in a
separate block connected to the
Hall via a tunnel, so that the nobs
would never smell such a base
process as cooking. The houses
were organised on a strictly
hierarchical basis to ensure that
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everyone knew their place.
Hours were very long. The
bosses regarded their female
servants as being there for their
sexual gratification: indeed,
Len’s mother had been in service
and told how she had been
chased around the house.
Perhaps this helps to explain his
interest in the topic.
The fall? Changing
circumstances mainly. The high
cost of running huge palaces with
the armies of servants needed.
The discomfort of living in castles
and old buildings. The deaths of
many ruling-class officers in
World War I. Many houses were
requisitioned during World War
II, and consequently damaged
and demolished. It was
suggested that the more critical
attitude to displays of property
and privilege after World War II
may have played a part in the
falling out of favour of the vast
mansion as a family dwelling.
Religion was hardly touched on,
but perhaps it goes without
saying that in yesteryear the local
vicars’ livings were in the hands
of the landowners and the posts
were often occupied by younger
brothers of the squires – so they
could destroy livelihoods and
damn awkward locals to hell at
the same time.
Women? Basically the
landowners and grandees were
men, but there were a few, such
as Bess of Hardwick, who ran
great Halls – but they were the
exception.
This was an excellent
talk: well planned,
illustrated and
delivered. It is a pity
that attendance was
not higher.
Michael Gerard

President’s farewell column
This is my last President’s
Column for the Leicester
Secularist. Other people
dearly want the post, coming
up for election at the AGM,
and it would be churlish to
deny them.
Anyway, I can do just as much
work for the Society without the
equivalent of a gold chain of high
office metaphorically hanging
round my neck. Perhaps it has
irked me a bit in conversation
when I have revealed that I am
President of LSS, and there has
often been a sharp intake of
breath, a slight movement back
and a quizzical stare as if I have
suddenly transformed into a
changed creature. Perhaps this is
the enfeebled remains of the
deference society. People in
Britain generally (probably in other
cultures as well) seem, so often, to
have a need to kow-tow to
something: whether a god, queen,
general, or even (more likely in the
past) a banker. I have to admire
the Quakers who were considered
dangerous radicals because they
would not doff their caps and
cringe before the lord of the
manor. Instead they stood upright,
capped, and looked him in the eye.
So we can remember that ‘no man,

or woman, is good enough to be
another man’s, or woman’s master
or mistress’.
On another topic, I have had a
letter from a friend of LSS: a
carpenter (later a sociologist), Bill
Hill. About a dozen years ago he
refurbished the Society’s
‘Chairman’s desk’, which appears
in an early photograph of the inside
of Secular Hall. When he worked
on it it was lodged in Room 6 at the
top of the stairs, where it still
resides. It was in poor condition,
partly because various hirers of the
room had used it to stub out
ciggies or lounged behind it with
hobnailed boots on its surface.
What has attracted Bill‘s attention
is the origin of the desk. The ‘drill
work’ decoration is haphazard and
the other decorative bits are not of
very good quality – so it is almost
certainly not the work of Ernest
Gimson. He made a journey to the
County Records Office, which holds
many of the Society’s documents,
but drew a blank there. If anyone
knows anything about the origins
of the desk Bill would like to know.
So would LSS: particularly Gillian
Lighton who is building up a
history of the Society. This desk is,
in spite of the less than brilliant
workmanship, an important part of
the Society’s heritage.

The Society has had quite a good
year since the last AGM. Lectures
and events have been of good
quality. A fine selection was
organised by Allan Hayes for
Leicester Speaks Week’, although
perhaps there was a surfeit of
events. To feel obliged to attend
events night after night is a bit of a
heavy drain on the members’ lives.
Particularly welcome is the
establishment of cordial relations
with the FLASH group of secular
humanists from Leicester
University. Apart from the hope
that this group of people can help
to move the age structure of LSS
down a bit, there is their value as
mutual contributors to the
development of secularism in the
city and county.
Finally, a year ago, the Society was
trying to install ground-level,
accessible toilets for people with
disabilities. This is more than a
pity: it is a disaster. Obstacle after
obstacle has appeared. Let’s get
on and do the job.
Of course I wish the
President for the
coming year and the
new Board every
success.
Michael Gerard

News from the Board
Our meeting at the end of
September was our eleventh
and last for this Board. Most
of the time was spent on
planning for the AGM (when
do the notices go out, who has
to stand down, which officers
will present reports, who, if
anyone, do we nominate as life
members, do we have tea and
biscuits or wine and nibbles?).
We also have an announcement to
make about the ‘All Our Histories’
project funding. There are no
motions proposed this year. Does
this indicate satisfaction or
apathy?
This is the time of the year at
which I am reminded that I am
Company Secretary not just
Minutes Secretary but fortunately
John Catt is at hand to help!
We now have an agreed
complaints procedure. I am
requested to emphasise that this is

for complaints not grumbles!
Please ask me if you want a copy.
Of course, we hope it never needs
to be used but it should help us
deal more effectively if problems
arise in the future.
We are pleased to have
established a working relationship
with FLASH (a Leicester
University student secularist/
humanist group). We are also to
have stalls at events at Leicester
College (27th November) and
DMU (28th November) for which
we shall need volunteers. Hamish
is producing a new leaflet for us to
use but it is always the discussion
with members which visitors find
most valuable. Exact details are
not yet available but will be
circulated next week by email.
And that’s about it! I can’t believe
how quickly the year has gone and
that the Board may be quite a
different group by the next
meeting. During the year we have
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at various times become
thoroughly irritated and
exasperated by each other and yet
at the end I for one (and I suspect
other members too) feel really sad
that this particular group is
coming to an end.
Our next meeting takes place on
25th November at 3.30pm. If you
have any items you would like
discussed, any concerns or
positive suggestions, please
contact me beforehand (07989
122917). Any member is welcome
to attend a meeting as an observer
– again, please let me know if you
would like to do so. If you have an
interest in a
particular topic and
would like to be
alerted when it is on
the agenda, please
let me know.
Gillian Lighton
Secretary

Libel reform campaign
Dear Libel Reform supporter
First, I apologise if this email
seems rushed. I am busy
working in America this week,
[4 weeks ago - Ed] but I
urgently wanted to give you
some important updates on
libel reform.
1. The Defamation Bill had its
Second Reading in the House of
Lords on Tuesday 9th October –
this means the end is in sight.
You can read the text of the
debate here: http://bit.ly/Rf0rjO
Look at how many references
there were to the threat of the
libel laws to science, consumers
and citizens; this is thanks to your
help.
2. The bill is better than the
current law, but still deeply
flawed. I will not go into detail,
but the lack of a robust public
interest defence, the lack of a
clause to stop corporations
silencing critics, and nothing
detailed on free speech on the
internet are all major concerns.

3. The bill could become law by
early next year, so we have only a
few weeks to campaign for a good
strong bill, rather than a poor
feeble bill.
4. I gave a talk at Google (London)
over the summer, and as a result
the organisers made a donation of
£500 to the campaign. In fact, the
nice people at Google went on to
double the donation, but we still
need £10,000 to fund the
campaign in this final phase of
intense lobbying to help achieve
meaningful libel reform. I
promise that this will be the last
time I will be asking for funds for
the Libel Reform Campaign.
5. You may have heard that I
received a libel threat last week
from the distributor of a magazine
called What Doctors Don’t Tell
You. A few people generously
offered to donate to a defence
fund. I do not think that the
threat will materialise, but in any
case I would prefer any donations
be made to the Libel Reform
Campaign. I refer you back to

Meditations of
John (20)
Transience

superior. The use of contraception
is therefore the path to indulging
the flesh when its only real purpose
is reproduction. (Used for this it
regains spiritual status.)

point (4).
If you can spare a fiver or a
tenner, then please visit the
campaign’s Just Giving page.
http://www.justgiving.com/
libelreform2012
History is in front of us. Thanks
to all your help and support over
the last four years we have a real
chance to get good strong libel
law. Please help us again now.
PS You can read about my recent
libel threat in the The Guardian
http://bit.ly/O7grGQ and the
Guardian’s editorial on libel
reform here: http://bit.ly/
UCfMRN
PPS This isn’t just a UK problem:
as 60 international NGOs pointed
out this week, English libel law
chills free speech
across the globe.
Read their letter
to the PM here:
http://goo.gl/
TBf2G
Simon Singh

I spend my time doing this I do not
spend my time doing that; if I spend
my money on this I do not spend it
on that – and so on.
The Church demands a lot in the
form of time, money and effort; it
In Don’s thinking, and in that of
Don Cupitt in his recent book
encourages us to pray to God as
many, transience suggests that the
Theology’s Strange Return has a
only life we shall ever live is the life individuals and as a community.
chapter, ‘The Return of Eternity
Buddhist and meditative groups
we live now. We should live every
within Pure Transience’.*
generally take a different view and
moment to the full. We should also
suggest that in a human world time
Until comparatively modern times
be prepared to receive open
in personal reflection is valuable
there was an assumption that
and if intense is called
we lived in two worlds. One
Transience focuses us onto the
meditation. But while
was the eternal world with God;
life of the here and now. It splits contemplation can be valuable,
this was seen as a time of
our world, not between the eternal it also risks fixating us into our
health, happiness and peace; a
time when we would meet up
and the flesh, but between the life own limitations. To move
with loved ones; a time when,as
we choose to live and the life we towards others, to respect, love
and communicate with them
St Paul put it, ‘we would know
do not live.
may be the best form of journey
even as we are known’.**
to
take
in this life and might move
Life on earth in contrast was a time
heartedly the gifts of the moment.
us forwards as individuals and as a
of trial, a time of illness and unjust
Seen from this point of view, making community.
affliction, a time when we were ‘in
love should be encouraged, and as
John Edmondson
the flesh’ and our bodies were
bringing children into the world is a
‘bodies of corruption’. The Church
*
2010. ISBN 978 0 334 04372 0.
great responsibility – the Church
in this context was a sort of waiting
Don Cupitt has worked hard to
and the secularist seem united at
room ready for the final assumption
rethink religion on what can only be
this point – it is clear that
into heaven and so the aim of the
contraception should be regarded as called humanist lines. This book and
churchman or woman was to live the
Taking Leave of God,
one of the great gifts of our age.
life of heaven here and now. The
reprinted,
strange ideas of the Catholic Church Transience focuses us onto the life
0 334 02840 X,
of the here and now. It splits our
about sex probably stem from this
summarise his basic
world, not between the eternal and
view. Sex is part of the flesh and
case very well. Both
belongs to this world; to be celibate the flesh, but between the life we
published by SCM
choose to live and the life we do not
is to start to live the eternal life of
Press.
live. If I say this I do not say that; if
heaven and is therefore spiritually
** 1 Cor 13 v. 12.
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New piece of Leicester Secular Society
history discovered in old photo album
I have found an Address
delivered by F. J. Gould at the
Fire-Funeral at Leicester
Crematorium of William
Henry Holyoak (born 27th
January 1818, died 9th
September 1907). It gives
insight into the very rich
political and social
environment that flourished in
the society of people that built
the Secular Hall and founded
the secular movement in
Leicester. Over a hundred
years ago F. J. Gould wrote
this beautiful and moving
affirmation of William Henry,
my great great grandfather.
I am very proud to reprint the
Address in the Leicester
Secularist (with a little
editing).
While grief bows low, and
while patience bends in silent
obedience to the unalterable
law of death, love looks
beyond the gloom of the
moment, and sees the grand
oneness of Humanity; on the
one side of this life, the noble
figures of the past; on the
other, the children of the
coming ages for whom we
shall help to prepare the
earth. We are brethren of the
dead, and comrades of the
souls that yet shall live. We
will console our hearts with
the thought of this glorious
company into which we are
born, and in which our best
work and influence will ever
remain.
On this bright, calm morning,
we bring to the purifying
embrace of the funeral fire,
the remains of one of the
worthiest sons of humanity.
Born within a few miles of
Leicester William Henry
Holyoak saw the nineteenth
century through, and was still

active in the first years of the
twentieth. Only a few weeks
before his death this ‘Happy
Warrior’ whispered to a
friend, ‘I maintain as strongly
as ever the Freethought
principles that I have
advocated through a long life,
being confident that the
memory of an honest and
upright life is a man’s
greatest consolation on his
death-bed.’

The early recollections which
he loved to impart to
interested listeners, give us a
glimpse of a brave and
energetic shrewd-witted lad
eagerly following theological
discussions, picking up
information from the Penny
Magazine and reading the
Arabian Nights to a young
companion. His genial
temper, dogged resolution
and buoyant disposition were
accompanied by an intense
and serious interest in the
problems of religion and
politics.
Inspired by old George Bown,
the Jacobin and Radical, and
assisted by warm discussions

The Society website
I wonder how many members make use of, or
are even aware of, our extensive website at:
leicestersecularsociety.org.uk ? One of the most
useful aspects of it is the calendar which shows
both LSS events and other events for the months

at the Social Institution in the
Marketplace, he trod the way
to heresy and freedom; read
Volney’s Ruins of Empires,
drank in the doctrines of
Robert Owen’s New Moral
World; and associated with
staunch friends, Josiah
Gimson, Michael Wright,
William Perry, James Plant
and others.
Those were stirring times in
the history of English
Freethought, when every year
seemed to bring fresh calls to
battle; heretics were
imprisoned and had to be
subscribed for and
encouraged; George Jacob
Holyoake released from
Gloucester Gaol, was
welcomed to Leicester by our
friend and his comrades.
Wherever he dwelt – in Bond
Street, in Belgrave Gate, in
Humberstone Gate – there he
must act the missionary, and
sell Rationalist books and
kindle men’s minds with
questions and new
courageous views. In 1852,
when the term ‘Secularism’
was startling the orthodox
world, Mr Holyoak and
kindred spirits founded the
Leicester Secular Society.
None more cordially and
whole-heartedly than our
friend endorsed the
conviction on which the
Society was based, namely,
that the natural principles of
love, industry and progress
will act more powerfully for
the welfare of humanity than
the creeds which directed
man’s faith to
supernatural
spheres and
beings.
To be continued
next month …
Kate Housden

ahead. It is a useful tool if you are scheduling a
public event of your own and you want to avoid a
clash when the audiences might be drawing on the
same demographic. If you want to place an event
in the calendar all you have to do is contact me at:
web@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Frank Friedmann
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Chavs book review
Published as it was just last
year (2011), I was lucky to pick
this book up cheap from the
bookstall on Open Day. Its
youthful author, the
Independent correspondent
Owen Jones, is currently a
favourite on the left.
Some years ago a youth fashion of
branded clothing appeared. For
girls this was accompanied by heavy
cosmetics, and both sexes had
tattoos and bits of jewellery or
‘bling’. The term ‘chavs’ was given
to this group by persons unknown
but it first appeared in print just ten
years ago (2002). At that point it
was no different to many other
minority young working-class
fashion trends (teddy boys, mods,
rockers, hippies, skinheads, punks,
goths, etc.). But then it seems the
label began to be appended more
and more to a particular category of
young people encapsulated in the
‘backronym’ of ‘Council Housed And
Violent’ (2004). Jones links this to
the appearance of characters in TV
shows like Little Britain’s Vicky
Pollard and the Gallagher family of
Shameless. Rebellious, ignorant,
workshy, ill mannered, benefit
scroungers, etc. The Big Brother
contestant Jade Goody, complete
with ‘chav’ label, became a symbol
of all that was bad about the
working class (until terminal cancer
intervened) and the Shannon
Matthews case added to the
stereotype in 2008.
Jones argues that this stereotype
was gradually attached by ‘the
media’ to the working class as a
whole, hence the subtitle of his
book – the demonization of the
working class. This fostered what
he repeatedly, and questionably,
calls ‘hatred’ of the working class.
Websites like ‘Chavtown’
consolidated the attack, with towns
and cities across the country
(including Leicester) labelled as
‘chav s**t holes’. (http://
www.chavtowns.co.uk/2005/04/
leicester/)
We are all painfully aware of what
has happened to the structure of the
British economy and labour force
over the past 50 years. The ‘postwar consensus’ of Keynesian
interventionism managing a mixed
economy to achieve ‘full
employment’ with a safety net of
social welfare was weakened under
the Callaghan/Healey government
and was then carried to a
Friedmanite conclusion under

Margaret Thatcher and Tony Blair:
globalised neo-liberal economics
and the EU’s single market. The
outcome in Britain: an
internationally open labour market;
mobility of capital; export of jobs;
collapse of manufacturing and
primary extraction industries; shift
to the service sector and

computerised financial services;
massive growth in part-time
working, short-term contracts and
agency work; hugely widening gap
between super-rich and the very
poor; shrinkage of trade unionism;
owner-occupation the tenure of
choice; Right to Buy and
residualisation of social housing;
privatisation of utilities and public
transport; abolition of free higher
education, etc., etc. The
transformation of parliament no less
remarkable: people from mines,
shipyards and factories replaced by
privately educated professional
politicians with backgrounds in law
and education.
This has been a social revolution of
epic proportions and it is the impact
of all these changes on the ‘working
class’ that Jones attempts to map
out in this book. It is not an
academic work but more a polemic
for his thesis, which is that the chav
label has been used to demonise the
‘working class’ as part of a middleclass/ruling-class campaign to
disarm resistance just as the
reactionary social revolution was
carried through.
Although he quotes from a number
of primary interviewees one can’t
help but get the feeling that this
book was constructed largely by
browsing the internet. A glance at
the notes shows that most quotes
are from media sources. There are

problems with this method of
research. Reporters themselves
often misquote what they’ve heard,
or paraphrase or fabricate it. That’s
even before editors put their stamp
on it.
But that’s really only a side issue for
my main concern with the book.
This is the cavalier way in which
terms like ‘working class’ and
‘middle class’ are bandied about. At
different places he leans on
different notions of class, from the
Marxist definitions through popular
terms like ‘super-rich’, ‘ruling elites’
and ‘underclass’ to marketing
definitions of social classes A, B and
C/D, etc. He is scathing about New
Labour claims that ‘we are all
middle class now’ while admitting
that his own background was
‘middle class’ and, dare I say it, so
too is his current employment as a
newspaper columnist. The nearest
he gets to defining his notion of
working class is a discussion in the
middle of the book where he
suggests that the ‘working class’
has two key aspects: (1) selling
labour power and (2) lacking
autonomy at work. It’s easy to think
of ‘middle class’ jobs that fit this
‘working class’ definition. But it’s
his implied concept of ‘middle class’
that is most confused, often
conflating it with ‘ruling class’.
My view of the kind of thing
described by Jones is that the
processes at work are much more
subtle. If nothing else, one has to
ask why the chav caricature has
appeared so late in the social
revolution – when the labour
movement was already at its
weakest. All the key aspects of the
attack on the post-war consensus
were in place long before the chav
stereotype came into popular use in
the mid-noughties. I would say that
his major mistake is latching on to
the ‘chav’ label as a means of
selling his book. I would take it
more seriously if he had stuck to
describing what has actually
happened to Britain’s class
structure (with clear definitions)
over the last 50 years.
The Marxist definition of class
delineated a category of people who
had a common economic interest
(as the exploited) and who, as a
result, would bring down capitalism
and carry through a revolution. In
fact, currently the economic
interests of the mass of working
people do not coincide so neatly,

(continues on next page)
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Leicester Secular Society Contact Details
Registered Office: Secular Hall
75 Humberstone Gate, Leicester LE1 1WB
Email: mail@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Website: www.leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
LSS is a company limited by guarantee
Reg. No. 06292639

President - Michael Gerard:
Tel: 0116 210 9027 (preferred to emailing but
if you email do it in 16pt bold type)
Email: president@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Chairperson - Nick Matthews:
Tel: 01788 574276
Email: nick.matthews_email@yahoo.co.uk
Treasurer/Web group admin - John Catt:
Tel: 01509 211468
Email: treasurer@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Secretary, library and archives - Gillian
Lighton:
Tel: 07989 122917
Email: gillianlighton@hotmail.com
Hall bookings/maintenance - Mike Burden:
Tel: 07722 782727
Email: secularhall@gmail.com
Press and publicity - Terry Larkin:
Tel: 01509 768361
Email: tleelarkin@talktalk.net
Website and news - Frank Friedmann:
Tel: 0116 292 1964
Email: web@leicestersecularsociety.org.uk
Secularist editor - Harry Perry:
Tel: 07795 097635
Email: harry.perry1@btinternet.com
Keyholders: Michael G and Mike B are
keyholders for Secular Hall.
Audio-visual kit: This is normally held by Michael
Gerard or Mike Burden.

The Leicester Secularist
copy deadline
The copy deadline for the next edition is 12 noon
on Thursday 6th December 2012.
We will welcome new articles, letters, jokes,
poems, news, cartoons, book reviews, etc. Please
send via the Hall or email to me at the address in
the box adjacent.
Include photos or illustrations where you have
them. Please aim for 700 words max. Longer
articles may be accepted where appropriate but
please ensure they are submitted well ahead of
the deadline (and the same goes for handwritten
items that might need a lot of typing up).
The subsequent copy deadline looks like being
Thursday 17th January 2013.
Thanks
Harry Perry, Editor
Jill Perry, Subeditor
Advertiser’s announcement

Morning Star Readers and Supporters

Alex Gordon, President, RMT union
John Haylett, Political Editor,
Morning Star
Joginder Bains,
Indian Workers' Association
Entertainment by Red Leicester Choir
Chair: Eleanor Davidson
Saturday 1st December, 6.30 for 7pm
Shaheed Bhagat Singh Centre
88 Hastings Road, LE5 0HL

All can be reached by post via the Hall address.

‘The universe we observe has precisely the
properties we should expect if there is, at
bottom, no design, no purpose, no evil and no
good, nothing but blind, pitiless indifference.’

£10 per person
Tickets and information from
dave29wilford@hotmail.com
(0116 289 7975)
or davidgrove@octopuscomputers.com

Richard Dawkins
God’s Utility Function, Scientific American, 1995

(01780 482781)

Disclaimer, Code of Conduct and Copyright
The Leicester Secularist is a not-for-profit undertaking of Leicester Secular Society. Please note that the views and proposals
expressed in this journal are not necessarily those of the Editor or the Board of the Society, and the Editor, the Society and its officers
accept no liability for views expressed. As the journal of a Freethought organisation any member’s views may be published subject to
the usual constraints of avoiding libel, occasional editing to fit the space available and intrinsic merit. When writing please abstain
from gratuitous bad language and avoid being unnecessarily offensive, especially to other members! We express our thanks for nonSociety images sourced under the fair use convention for the purposes of debate and education. Resolution is reduced to prevent
onward commercial use. The contents may be reproduced at will unless the item is accompanied by a copyright symbol. An
acknowledgement of the source (for original material) would be appreciated - with a link to the Society website.
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